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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Conventional MR imaging of the cervical spinal cord in MS is challenged by numerous artifacts and
interreader variability in lesion counts. This study compares the relatively novel WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery sequence with STIR
and proton density–weighted TSE sequences in the evaluation of cervical cord lesions in patients with MS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Retrospective blinded analysis of cervical cord MR imaging examinations of 50 patients with MS was
performed by 2 neuroradiologists. In each patient, the number of focal lesions and overall lesion conspicuity were measured in the
STIR/proton density–weighted TSE and WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery sequence groups. Independent side-by-side comparison
was performed to categorize the discrepant lesions as either “definite” or “spurious.” Lesion contrast ratio and edge sharpness were
independently calculated in each sequence.

RESULTS: Substantial interreader agreement was noted on the WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery sequence (� � 0.82) compared with
STIR/proton density–weighted TSE (� � 0.52). Average lesion conspicuity was better on the WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery
sequence (conspicuity of 3.1/5.0 versus 3.7/5.0, P � .01, in the WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery sequence versus STIR/proton
density–weighted TSE, respectively). Spurious lesions were more common on STIR/proton density–weighted TSE than on the WM-
suppressed T1 inversion recovery sequence (23 and 30 versus 3 and 4 by readers 1 and 2, respectively; P � .01). More “definite” lesions were
missed on STIR/proton density–weighted TSE compared with the WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery sequence (37 and 38 versus 3 and
6 by readers 1 and 2, respectively). Lesion contrast ratio and edge sharpness were highest on the WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery
sequence.

CONCLUSIONS: There is better interreader consistency in the lesion count on the WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery sequence
compared with STIR/proton density–weighted TSE sequences. The focal cord lesions are visualized with better conspicuity due to better
contrast ratio and edge sharpness. There are fewer spurious lesions on the WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery sequence compared with
STIR/proton density–weighted TSE. The WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery sequence could potentially be substituted for either STIR
or proton density–weighted TSE sequences in routine clinical protocols.

ABBREVIATIONS: LES � lesion edge sharpness; PDWTSE � proton density–weighted TSE; WMS � WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery

The cervical spinal cord is commonly affected in multiple scle-

rosis, which is often associated with an increase in clinical

disability.1-3 A focal form of involvement is more common in the

relapsing-remitting variant of MS compared with the other less

common MS subtypes.4 MS lesions undergo complex cycles of

inflammation, followed by variable extent of repair and, there-

fore, have heterogeneity in the prolongation of T1 and T2 relax-
ation times, which influence their conspicuity on the standard
MR imaging sequences such as STIR and proton density–
weighted TSE (PDWTSE).

The PDWTSE sequence with a lower TE is better than the
longer TE T2-weighted sequences in the detection of focal MS
lesions in the spinal cord.5,6 STIR has intrinsic sensitivity to T1
shortening effects in addition to T2 prolongation effects and im-
proves the lesion contrast compared with T2-weighted sequences,
translating to a better interreader agreement in the assessment of
the extent of disease.7 Nevertheless, artifacts and lower lesion con-
spicuity prevalent on these sequences may cause variability in the
clinical evaluation of lesion burden, which is difficult to resolve in
the absence of a true reference standard.8 Reliable characteriza-
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tion of the lesion burden on follow-up examinations is therefore

important for assessing treatment efficacy and optimizing treat-

ment strategies.

Many novel sequences have been devised attempting to im-

prove imaging quality and lesion conspicuity with fewer artifacts

and with a reasonable acquisition time. In a smaller study popu-

lation, the WM-suppressed T1 inversion recovery (WMS) se-

quence has shown improvement in lesion conspicuity over STIR

and dual-echo fast spin-echo.9 While the principles of the con-

trast mechanism on WMS are similar to those on STIR, the se-

quence parameters of WMS are optimized for better intramedul-

lary imaging. In WMS, the section-selective inversion pulse is

applied at 385 ms to suppress the background signal from white

matter, whereas in STIR, it is applied at 160 ms to optimize fat

suppression.10 A shorter TE is used in WMS compared with STIR

or PDWTSE, which further increases the T1-weighting of the se-

quence, which acts as the main contrast mechanism in this long

TR/short TE sequence.11,12 MS lesions have increased T1 relax-

ation times and thus are not suppressed with a white matter se-

lective inversion recovery suppression pulse. There is a need for

larger scale evaluation of WMS for clinical utility in routine prac-

tice against the standard sequences (STIR and PDWTSE) in the

detection of MS cord lesions. The purpose of this retrospective

study was to compare the utility of WMS compared with routinely

used STIR and PDWTSE sequences in the evaluation of focal cer-

vical cord lesions is MS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
This retrospective study was approved by the institutional review

board and was conducted in compliance with the Health Insur-

ance Portability and Accountability Act. Following earlier imple-

mentation of the WMS sequence, cervical spinal cord MR imag-

ing examinations of 50 consecutive patients with multiple

sclerosis (14 men and 36 women; average age, 43.1 years; range,

19 – 64 years; median age, 43.5 years; disease duration range, 3–20

years; Expanded Disability Status Scale range, 1.0 –5.5) with

known or suspected involvement of the spinal cord, scanned be-

tween August 2013 and June 2014, were retrospectively reviewed.

There were 40 relapsing-remitting, 5 primary-progressive, and 5

secondary-progressive subtypes of MS in the study population.

These patients were being treated by using various regimens, in-

cluding immunomodulatory therapy, as clinically appropriate.

MR Image Acquisition
The images were acquired on a 3T MR imaging scanner (Ingenia;

Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands), by using an integrated

head and neck coil (18-channel maximum). Sagittal STIR (TR/

TE/TI, 2700/50/250 ms; FOV, 250 mm; echo-train length, 15;

NEX, 1), sagittal PDWTSE (TR/TE, 2700/45 ms; FOV, 250 mm;

echo-train length, 15; NEX, 1), and axial PDWTSE (TR/TE,

2700/45 ms; FOV, 140 mm; echo-train length, 15; NEX, 1) se-

quences were compared with sagittal WMS (TR/TE/TI, 3600/11/

385 ms; FOV, 240 mm; echo-train length, 8; NEX, 2) and axial

WMS (TR/TE/TI, 3600/11/380 ms; FOV, 250 mm; echo-train

length, 19; NEX, 1), acquired in the same corresponding geomet-

ric planes. The TIs and TEs in WMS were chosen from a pilot trial

performed by us (data not presented here). The sagittal images

were acquired with a section thickness of 3 mm; and axial images,

with 5-mm thickness with a 10% intersection gap. The in-plane

acquired pixel size was 0.89 � 0.89 mm for sagittal STIR and

sagittal PDWTSE sequences, and it was 0.54 � 0.61 mm for the

axial PDWTSE sequences. The in-plane acquired pixel sizes for

sagittal and axial WMS sequences were 0.68 � 0.95 mm and

0.69 � 0.92 mm, respectively. The average combined scan time

for both sagittal and axial WMS imaging was 7 minutes 30 sec-

onds. WMS images were reconstructed in both magnitude and

phase-sensitive modes. On magnitude reconstruction, there is the

possibility of suppressing signal from lesions having a null point very

close to that of normal white matter. Phase-sensitive reconstruction

overcomes this “blind-spot” by using the directional information of

the longitudinal magnetization, thereby improving the dynamic

range of contrast near the TI.5 To maintain uniformity between im-

aging sequences, we used only the magnitude images for analysis and

statistical comparison. Postcontrast sagittal and axial imaging was

performed after IV injection of 0.1 mL/kg of gadoteridol (ProHance;

Bracco Diagnostics, Princeton, New Jersey).

Image Analysis
The image series of the patients were segregated and randomized

with the conventional sequences (sagittal STIR/sagittal PDWTSE/

axial PDWTSE) in 1 anonymized folder, and the WMS sequences

(sagittal WMS/axial WMS), in a separate folder. The 2 image

groups were independently examined by 2 blinded fellowship-

trained neuroradiologists having 3 and 7 years’ experience, re-

spectively. The axial images were cross-referenced to the sagittal

sequences in each group. The cervical spine was arbitrarily di-

vided into 2 levels: C1–C4 and C5–C7. The lesion count and the

overall lesion conspicuity were reported for the 2 cervical levels in

each sequence group. We decided to divide the cervical spine into

upper and lower levels during evaluation due to imaging hetero-

geneity between these 2 regions that arises from field inhomoge-

neity artifacts and dielectric effects. These factors affect the image

quality of the lower cervical region more than the upper region,

due to increased body thickness at the shoulders, which can po-

tentially confound evaluation.13 Thus, we thought that separate

comparison of upper and lower cervical lesions would be a more

accurate assessment. This separation also allowed minimizing

variation of measurements by limiting the region of cord being

evaluated at one time. To assess the overall burden of focal abnor-

malities, we initially asked the readers to count all visualized focal

abnormalities, including those later determined to be spurious.

Overall conspicuity for focal findings in each cervical level was

then graded on the following scale: 1, image quality was nondiag-

nostic; 2, �50% of lesions were uncertain; 3, 25%–50% of lesions

were uncertain; 4, �25% of lesions were uncertain; and 5, all the

lesions were well-visualized and certain.

In a second reading session, each reader individually com-

pared both sequence groups side-by-side and noted each discrep-

ant finding. “True” lesions were selected and distinguished from

spurious findings on the basis of the following criteria: biplanar

visualization of a lesion and lesion presence on 2 consecutive MR

imaging studies or the presence of enhancement on postcontrast

sequences. Further discrepancies in the lesion characterization
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were resolved by consensus. Then, within the STIR/PDWTSE

group, each reader was asked the following question: On which

sagittal sequence—STIR (A), PDWTSE (B), or similar on both

(A � B)—were the lesions better visualized?

Quantitative contrast (lesion-to-cord) ratios for 82 selected focal

lesions, visualized in all 3 sagittal sequences (up to 4 lesions in each

patient), were calculated by D.K.S. by using following formula:

Contrast RatioLesion �
(Signal Lesion�Signal Normal Cord)

Signal Normal Cord
.

The lesion edge sharpness (LES) of 25 selected lesions (measuring

�1 cm, up to 1 lesion per patient) was measured on the sagittal

STIR, WMS, and PDWTSE sequences by D.K.S. A line was drawn

along the length of these lesions and was extended slightly to in-

clude normal-appearing cord at both ends. An intensity profile

was obtained along this length (Fig 1). The lesion-margin sharp-

ness was defined as the average of the distance for a 20%– 80%

difference in signal intensity on the line-intensity profile at the

cranial and caudal margins of the lesion.14

Statistical Analysis
Weighted � statistics were used to analyze the interreader variabil-

ity in the lesion count in each group at each cervical level. The

Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the lesion conspi-

cuity between the 2 groups. The difference in lesion count per

patient between sequence groups and the LES was analyzed by

using a paired Student t test. A linear regression model based on a

generalized estimation equation was used to analyze the differ-

ence in lesion contrast ratios among STIR, PDWTSE, and WMS. The

comparison of reader preference between STIR and PDWTSE was

analyzed by a �2 test. The threshold for statistical significance was

set at P � .05.

RESULTS
The number of lesions detected on STIR/PDWTSE by readers 1

and 2, respectively, was 177 (average lesions per patient, 4.2 � 3.0)

and 183 (average lesions per patient, 4.3 � 3.4). The total number

of lesions detected was marginally higher on WMS for both read-

ers (reader 1: 191; average lesions per patient, 4.5 � 3.5; and

reader 2: 189; average lesions per patient, 4.5 � 3.5). There was no

statistically significant difference in the lesion count per patient

between STIR/PDWTSE and WMS (P � .64) (Table 1). No le-

sions were identified in 8 patients in both sequence groups by

both readers.

Qualitative Analysis
Interreader agreement on lesion count per cervical level on STIR/

PDWTSE was fair (� � 0.49 and 0.52 at C1–C4 and C5–C7 levels,

respectively; overall agreement, � �

0.52). On the other hand, the interreader

agreement for lesion count was substan-

tial on WMS (� � 0.82 and 0.84 at

C1–C4 and C5–C7 levels, respectively;

overall agreement, � � 0.82).

The average score of both reviewers
for overall subjective lesion conspicuity
at the C1–C4 and C5–C7 levels was bet-
ter on WMS (3.7/5 and 3.8/5) than on
STIR/PDWTSE (3.1/5 and 3.1/5), re-
spectively (P � .01) (Fig 2 and Table 2).
Within the STIR/PDWTSE group, the
lesions were better visualized on STIR in
21 and 17 patients and better seen on
PDWTSE in 10 and 12 patients. They
were equal in 11 and 13 patients by read-
ers 1 and 2, respectively (P � .1).

On a side-by-side comparison of the
2 sequence groups, 191 true lesions were
identified. More spurious findings were

FIG 1. Measurement of lesion edge sharpness on a sagittal WMS image in a 39-year-old woman
with a relapsing-remitting subtype of multiple sclerosis. A line is drawn along the long axis of the
lesion located at the C2–C3 level, which includes the adjoining normal-appearing cord. The
histogram derived represents the signal-intensity profile along the line. Lesion edge sharpness is
determined by the average of distance required for a 20%– 80% change in the signal intensity at
the upper and lower margins of the lesion.

Table 1: Lesion counts in STIR/PDWTSE and WMS

Independent Analysis

STIR/PDWTSE WMS

TL, MPL (SD) Interreader Agreement (�) TL, MPL (SD) Interreader Agreement (�)
Total lesion count in 42 patients

Reader 1 177, 4.2 (3.0) 191, 4.5 (3.5)
Reader 2 183, 4.3 (3.4) 189, 4.5 (3.5)

C1–C4 lesion count
Reader 1 101, 2.4 (1.6) 0.49 104, 2.5 (1.9) 0.82
Reader 2 108, 2.6 (2.0) 104, 2.5 (2.0)

C5–C7 lesion count
Reader 1 76, 1.8 (1.7) 0.52 87, 2.1 (1.9) 0.84
Reader 2 79, 1.9 (1.8) 85, 2.0 (1.8)

Note:—TL indicates total lesion count; MPL, mean lesions per patient.
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noted on STIR/PDWTSE than on WMS
by readers 1 and 2 in the cervical cord
(23, 30 and 3, 4 on STIR/PDWTSE and
WMS, respectively, P � .01). Of 53
spurious lesions noted by both readers
in the STIR/PDWTSE group, 32 of 53
spurious lesions (60.4%) were noted
on PDWTSE and 21 of 53 were noted
on STIR (39.6%). Readers 1 and 2
missed 37 and 38 definite lesions on
STIR/PDWTSE, whereas 3 and 6 such
lesions were missed on WMS (P � .01)
(Fig 3 and Table 2).

Quantitative Analysis
The average contrast ratio and lesion

sharpness were measured on the sagittal

STIR, PDWTSE, and WMS sequences.

Analysis was done on 82 lesions using all

3 sagittal sequences. Average length of

the lesions was 1.0 � 0.5 cm. The con-

trast ratio of these analyzed lesions was

higher in WMS (0.8) compared with

STIR (0.4) and PDWTSE (0.2) (P �

.01). The contrast ratio was higher in

STIR (0.4) compared with PDWTSE

(0.2) (P � .01). The lesion edge sharp-

ness was measured in a subset of 25 se-

lected lesions by using a line-intensity

profile tool. LES was higher on WMS

(2.3 mm) than in the other group (3.1

mm on STIR and 2.9 mm on PDWTSE,

P � .01). Furthermore, within the STIR/

PDWTSE group, the LES was marginally

better for PDWTSE (2.9) than on STIR

(3.1), though this finding was not statis-

tically significant (P � .11) (Table 3).

DISCUSSION
Detection of the focal spinal cord lesions

may increase confidence in the clinical

diagnosis of MS or can predict conver-

sion of a clinically isolated syndrome

into definite MS.15-17 In diagnosed cases

of MS, quantification of disease activity

is important for monitoring treatment

efficacy.18 The purpose of this study was

to compare the WMS sequence with a

short TE with the conventional se-

quences of STIR and PDWTSE in imag-

ing the cervical spinal cord in MS. Be-

cause there are no studies that detail the

optimal TE used in the inversion recov-

ery sequence for imaging MS lesions, we

chose a WMS TE of 11 ms after compar-

ing the signal-to-noise ratio and lesion

contrast with TE � 5 ms, TE � 11 ms,

and TE � 25 ms in a pilot study (data

FIG 2. Example of improved lesion conspicuity in a 45-year-old woman with a relapsing-remitting
subtype of multiple sclerosis. Sagittal STIR (A) and PDWTSE (B) images show a focal lesion in the
dorsum of the cord at the lower C2 level (arrow). Anterior to this lesion, there is linear hyperin-
tensity in the center of the cord usually noted on the STIR/PDWTSE sequence group (arrow-
head). The central canal is more homogeneous in signal intensity on sagittal WMS image (C); this
feature improves the definition of the superior margin of the dorsal lesion. An additional focal
lesion is noted in the ventral cord at the upper C2 level (open arrow), better identified on the
WMS sequence (C).

FIG 3. An example of a definite lesion missed on STIR/PDWTSE in a 40-year-old woman with
multiple sclerosis. Sagittal STIR (A) and PDWTSE (B) images show focal lesions at the C3 and C6
levels (arrowheads). Another lesion at the C2 level (arrow) is less conspicuous due to central cord
high signal in STIR/PDWTSE. On WMS (C), the lesion at C2 is better visualized. An additional focal
lesion is noted on WMS at the C4 level (open arrow), which is identified on PDWTSE as a faint
hyperintensity on the side-by-side comparison.

Table 2: Qualitative analysis of focal lesions
STIR/PDWTSE WMS P Value

Independent analysis
Overall subjective lesion conspicuity,

C1–C4 (M1,2, M1, M2)
3.1, 3.1, 3.0 3.7, 3.8, 3.7 �.01

Overall subjective lesion conspicuity,
C5–C7 (M1,2, M1, M2)

3.1, 3.2, 3.0 3.8, 4.1, 3.5 �.01

Side-by-side analysis
Spurious discrepant lesions

Reader 1 (DL, MDL) 23, 0.5 3, 0.1 �.01
Reader 2 (DL, MDL) 30, 0.7 4, 0.1 �.01

True missed discrepant lesions
Reader 1 (DL, MDL) 37, 0.9 3, 0.1 �.01
Reader 2 (DL, MDL) 38, 0.9 6, 0.1 �.01

Note:—M1, 2 indicates mean lesions per level for reviewers 1 and 2; M1, mean lesions per level for reviewer 1; M2, mean
lesions per level for reviewer 2; DL, total discrepant lesion; MDL, average mean discrepant lesion.
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not shown). A shorter TE in WMS (11 ms) compared with STIR

or PDWTSE (50 and 45 ms, respectively) is advantageous for MS

imaging. T1 prolongation is a manifestation of myelin loss in MS,

which acts as a dominant contrast mechanism in long TR/shorter

TE sequences such as WMS. Additionally, the dephasing effects of

CSF pulsation artifacts are less pronounced at lower TEs.19 On the

other hand, T2 prolongation is less specific for MS and occurs due

to edema in active lesions and gliosis in chronic lesions.20 Also, as

discussed earlier, there is a loss of contrast between the MS

plaques and spinal cord on T2-weighted sequences with longer

TEs.

The combined acquisition time of the axial and sagittal WMS

sequence used in the current study (7.5 minutes) is similar or less

compared with the sagittal and axial 2D single-inversion WMS

(10.5 minutes) described in a prior study9 and compared with

previous descriptions using 3D double inversion recovery or

T1WI magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition of gradient echo

sequences (7–7.5 minutes).21,22 While separate axial and sagittal

acquisitions do not have the advantage of the isotropic resolution

needed for multiplanar evaluation, they are less prone to image

degradation due to shorter acquisition times compared with the

3D techniques.22

By implementing the WMS sequence in a routine MS cervical

cord imaging protocol, we were able to increase interreader agree-

ment in level-by-level focal lesion counts, improve lesion conspi-

cuity, and decrease artifacts compared with standard STIR/

PDWTSE, without a serious time penalty.

The average number of lesions per patient detected on WMS

was similar to that in STIR/PDWTSE. However, the lesion counts

per patient at each cervical level varied between these techniques

and had only fair intersequence group agreement. This finding

signifies an underlying difference in the perception and interpre-

tation of focal findings between the techniques (ie, in terms of

what constitutes a lesion versus artifacts). The interreader agree-

ment on the lesion count per each level and overall on WMS was

significantly better compared with STIR/PDWTSE. Higher inter-

reader agreement in WMS was probably related to better lesion

contrast and margin delineation of lesions compared with STIR/

PDWTSE, a feature vital for maintaining consistency in monitor-
ing MS disease activity across different radiologists on follow-up
imaging.

The contrast ratio on WMS was 2-fold better than that on
STIR and approximately 4 times better than that on PDWTSE.
However, the extent of improvement in the contrast ratio on the
WMS sequence we used was less than that reported by Poonawalla
et al.9 This difference may be due to variations in sequence pa-
rameters, such as the TE used in this study. Previous studies have
demonstrated that STIR provided a superior contrast ratio and
better lesion depiction over PDWTSE.5 In this study, although the
contrast ratio on STIR was 2 times better than that on PDWTSE,

the LES was not significantly different;
therefore, there was no reader prefer-
ence toward either of these sequences in
terms of lesion delineation. The low in-
terreader agreement on lesion count on
STIR is comparable with findings de-
scribed in an earlier study.7 Tradition-
ally, STIR and PDWTSE have been used

in combination to overcome each other’s shortcomings.10,23 The
LES in WMS was marginally but statistically better than that on
STIR and PDWTSE; this finding may be due to better background
suppression of the normal white matter. Better LES could also be
a result of a shorter TE, which, in addition to improving lesion
contrast by decreasing T2-weighting, also limited the dephasing
effects of CSF pulsation, which could result in blurring of the
tissue interfaces.5

The number of missed definite lesions was higher on STIR/
PDWTSE sequences. All these lesions could be retrospectively vi-
sualized on STIR/PDWTSE by side-by-side comparison with
WMS. The higher chance of missing true lesions on STIR/
PDWTSE could be explained on the basis of the lower contrast
ratio of the definite lesions, higher number of artifacts, and
decreased margin sharpness that was essential to resolve closely
situated multiple lesions in the STIR/PDWTSE group.

Artifacts related to CSF pulsations are known to produce focal
T2WI signal changes on the STIR sequence, which can be mis-
taken for real abnormalities.24 Similarly, the higher T2WI signal
of gray matter and the central canal on STIR and PDWTSE can
cause spurious T2WI hyperintense foci or can obscure the central
lesions, which have a signal intensity similar to that of gray mat-
ter.25 WMS provided a more homogeneous background, in which
the centrally located lesions were better appreciated than in the
STIR/PDWTSE group. Nelson et al26 have demonstrated im-
proved visualization of cortical and juxtacortical MS lesions on
WMS over FLAIR and dual FSE in the cerebral cortex. Later,
Poonwalla et al9 described the advantage of phase-sensitive inver-
sion recovery over STIR and dual-echo T2 sequences in the delin-
eation of gray matter involvement in the cervical spinal cord. An-
other study found that phase-sensitive inversion recovery retains
this advantage over high-resolution axial 3D proton density–
weighted gradient-echo (fast-field echo) imaging as well, though
the latter sequence was better in detecting focal abnormalities.27

Studies specifically evaluating the utility of WMS in depicting
lesions within the spinal cord gray matter will be needed in the
future.

The study has a few limitations. Undersampling in the phase-
encoding direction in WMS resulted in lower spatial resolution
along the phase-encoding direction, manifesting as mild blurring.
Further work is needed to overcome this shortcoming while lim-
iting the image-acquisition time. While WMS was better than
STIR and PDWTSE in the evaluation of focal cord lesions, the
extra-axial structures such as disc, spine, and paraspinal tissues
were not as well-visualized on WMS. Therefore, inclusion of ei-
ther STIR or PDWTSE is still necessary for complete evaluation of
extramedullary structures in the cervical spine MR imaging exam-
ination. In this limited study, WMS was not advantageous over
STIR or PDWTSE in evaluating diffuse lesions and cord atrophy
in progressive subtypes of MS. In these patients, cord-volume
assessment, magnetization transfer, and diffusion tensor imaging

Table 3: Quantitative analysis of focal lesions

STIR
(Mean)

(SD)

PDWTSE
(Mean)

(SD)

WMS
(Mean)

(SD)

P Value

STIR vs
PDWTSE

STIR
vs WMS

PDWTSE
vs WMS

Contrast ratio (n � 82) 0.4 (0.2) 0.2 (0.2) 0.8 (0.5) �.01 �.01 �.01
LES in mm (n � 25) 3.1 (0.9) 2.9 (0.5) 2.3 (0.6) .11 �.01 �.01
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may be better for the quantification of disease activity.18 Finally,
there is no reference standard for identification of “true” lesions
in the spinal cord. Instead, we relied on follow-up imaging and
2-plane visualization to select lesions deemed most likely to rep-
resent actual spinal cord lesions. With this classification system,
WMS imaging outperformed STIR and PDWTSE sequences in
our analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
WMS could potentially be substituted for either STIR or

PDWTSE sequences in routine clinical protocols. There is better

interreader consistency in the lesion count on WMS compared

with STIR/PDWTSE sequences. The focal cord lesions are visual-

ized with better conspicuity due to better contrast ratio and edge

sharpness. There are fewer spurious lesions on WMS compared

with STIR/PDWTSE. The WMS techniques can allow better le-

sion delineation and confidence in lesion counts.
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